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ABSTRACT

Results are presented in using low coherence interferometry in quantifying the reflectivity and imaging of different 
objects, such as tissue, paintings and fruits. All images have been obtained using en-face flying spot technology. This 
allows simultaneous generation of optical coherence tomography and confocal scanning images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical-coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive high-resolution imaging modality which employs non-ionising
optical radiation. OCT derives from low-coherence interferometry. This is an absolute measurement technique which 
was developed for high- resolution ranging and characterisation of optoelectronic components1. The first application of 
low-coherence interferometry in the biomedical optics field was for the measurement of eye length2. Adding lateral 
scanning to a low-coherence interferometer, allows depth resolved acquisition of 3D information from the volume of 
biologic material3. The concept was initially employed in heterodyne scanning microscopy. OCT has the potential of 
achieving high-depth resolution, which is determined by the coherence length of the source. Optical sources are now 
available with coherence lengths below 1 µm. When combined with confocal microscopy, OCT adds improved depth 
resolution and sensitivity. 

Using sources with extremely short coherence length4, submicron depth resolution is achievable even when the
microscope objective is far away from the investigated target. This is one of the most important features of OCT which 
explains the high level of interest for OCT in ophthalmology. Confocal imaging was initially applied for high resolution 
imaging of the eye. In confocal microscopy, the depth resolution is inverse proportional to the square of the numerical 
aperture of the microscope objective. Because the retina is 2 cm away from the eye lens, which takes the role of the 
microscope objective, for a non dilated pupil size the numerical aperture is below 0.1. Therefore, the depth resolution in 
imaging the retina with confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscopy is limited by the combined effect of a low numerical 
aperture and aberrations of the anterior chamber, to values larger than 0.3 mm. Using OCT however, a depth resolution 
better than 3 µm is achievable when imaging the retina. OCT does not require contact, in contrast to confocal
microscopy which does. 
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In terms of the product between the depth resolution and penetration depth, OCT fills the gap between confocal 
microscopy and ultrasound imaging. This product is approximately (0.1 µm x 500 µm) in confocal microscopy, (1 µm x 
3000 µm) in OCT and (50 µm x 5000 µm) in high frequency ultrasound.

2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF OCT
1. OCT uses wavelengths within the band 600 nm to 2000 nm where the main constituents of the tissue, water, 
pigments, etc exhibit low absorption. 
2. The main driving force behind OCT development is its high depth resolution. The wider the optical spectrum 
line-width, the smaller the coherence length and the better the depth resolution.
3. For interference to take place, a strict phase relation is required between the interfering waves. Multiple 
scattered events lose the phase information. Therefore, only single scattered photons contribute to the interference. 
Consequently, the maximum penetration depth in OCT is given by the depth wherefrom single scattered photons still 
originate. This depth is about 1.5 mm in skin using wavelengths within the 800 nm band and about 2 mm when using 
1300 nm due to lower scattering at longer wavelengths. 
4. Photodetection at the interferometer output involves multiplication of the two optical waves, therefore the weak 
signal in the object arm, backscattered or transmitted through the tissue is amplified by the strong signal in the reference 
arm. This explains the higher sensitivity of OCT when compared with confocal microscopy, which for instance in skin 
can produce images only to a depth of  0.5 mm. 

5. Since all OCT system are built around a confocal microscope, the transverse resolution is determined by 
diffraction.

To obtain 3D information about an object, the imaging system is equipped with two scanning means; one to scan the 
object in depth and another to scan the object transversally, usually composed of two orthogonal scanners. Depending 
on the order in which these scans are operated and on the scanning direction associated with the line displayed in the 
raster of the final image delivered, different scan planes are possible. OCT systems, using CCD cameras or arrays of 
sensors or arrays of emitters eliminate the need of scanning. In Kent, we prefer to use what is called, T-scanning, which 
are transversal reflectivity profiles. These can be used to generate both cross sections as well as en-face images like in 
microscopy.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The optical configuration5  uses two single mode directional couplers with a superluminiscent diode as the source. The 
scanning procedure is similar to that used in any confocal microscope, where the fast scanning is en-face (line rate) and 
the depth scanning is much slower (at the frame rate) 6. The en-face scans provide an instant comparison to the familiar 
sight provided by direct view or via a conventional microscope7. Features seen with the naked eye could easily be 
compared with features hidden in depth. Sequential and rapid switching between the en-face regime and the cross-
section regime, specific for the en-face OCT systems developed by us, represents a significant advantage in the non-
invasive imaging. Images with different orientations can be obtained using the same system. As shown in Fig.1, in the 
en-face regime, the frame grabber is controlled by signals from the generators driving the X-scanner and the Y-scanner.
One galvo-scanner is driven with a ramp at 500 Hz and the other galvo-scanner with a ramp at 2 Hz. In this way, an en-
face image, in the plane (x,y) is generated at constant depth. The next en-face image at a new depth is then generated by 
moving the translation stage in the reference arm of the interferometer and repeating the (x,y) scan. Ideally, the depth 
interval between successive frames should be much smaller than the system resolution in depth and the depth change 
applied only after the entire en-face image has been collected. However, in practice, to speed up the acquisition, the 
translation stage was moved continuously. Alternatively, a scanning delay line could be used, which can achive faster 
depth scanning rates8. In the images presented below, no other phase modulation was employed apart from that 
introduced by the X-galvanometer scanner9. In Podoleanu et al10, we demonstrated the role played by the image size in 
balancing the effects of an external phase modulator and of the modulation produced by the transversal scanner. If the 
image is sufficient large, then the distortions introduced by not using a phase modulator are insignificant.
In the cross-section regime, the frame grabber is controlled by signals from the generator driving the X-scanner (or the 
Y-scanner) with a ramp at 500 Hz and the translation stage moving over the depth range required in 0.5 s. In this case, 
an OCT cross-section image is produced either in the plane (x,z) or (y,z).
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4. THEORY
From the interference theory, the photodetected signal for a particular wavelength, λ, in the spectrum of the 

optical source is:
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where α is the photodetector responsivity, O the target reflectivity, R the reference mirror reflectivity and P0  the power 
incident on the object. The optical path difference (OPD) between the two optical paths in the two arms is d = |lr – lo|,
where lr is the length of the reference arm and lo the length of the object arm. The interference amplitude depends also 
on the degree of polarisation, described by the factor Π?i.e. the degree of similarity of the orientation of the electric 
fields in the two optical beams.

The first two terms represent time non-varying components and determine noise, usually O<<R. The third term
describes the interference; this is periodic and depends on the optical path difference (OPD) and wavelength, λ. Each 
time the reference mirror is moved by an extra λ/2 (which determines a round trip OPD of λ), the photodetected signal 
strength repeats itself. Hence, maxima and minima are recorded as the reference mirror is moved.

If the optical source is purely monochromatic (an ideal laser source), its spectrum is reduced to a narrow component of a 
well defined wavelength. In this case, equation (1) represents a fringe signal, with an infinite number of peaks as the 
OPD is changed. Such system cannot be used for depth selection. However, if the optical spectrum contains a spread of 
components, ∆λ, then configurations such as presented in Fig. 1 can select in depth. This arises from the fact that 
equation (1) has to be superposed for each wavelength within the source spectrum range ∆λ. This superposition 
essentially involves the cosine terms and will lead to cancellation of the signal at the photodetector for most OPD 
values. Clearly however, for an OPD = 0 most wavelengths will superpose constructively giving a signal at the 
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Fig. 1. Optical coherence tomography system architecture.

SLD = superluminescent diode, IMG = index matching gel.
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photodetector. The coherence length lc of the optical source determines the width of the envelope of the fringe pattern 
and hence the depth resolution. The coherence length lc and ∆λ, are related by:

l c =
4 2 2ln

π
λ
∆λ

(2)

and thus the larger ∆λ ??the shorter lc and hence the better the OCT depth resolution. For |OPD| > lc, the temporal 
extension of the superposed waves must be considered. 

OCT imaging technology is based on A-scans or T-scans. A-scans represent axial reflectivity profiles. T-scans represent 
lateral reflectivity profiles. A-scans are obtained by holding the lateral position fixed while the optical path difference is 
scanned.

T-scans are obtained with the mechanism of depth scanning fixed while the ray is scanned laterally over the sample 
object. Irrespective of the case, the 1D scans can be represented as convolution of the reflectivity profiles with a 
sampling function.

)z()z(O)z(P`)z(i 0ph γ⊗ηα= (3)

while for T-scans:

)x()x(OP`)x(i 0ph η⊗α= (4)

where α’ is a constant which incorporates the photodetector responsivity while )z(γ represents the correlation function 

of the source. This is also the sampling function for A-scan based imaging11. )z(η  and )x(η represents the axial and 

respectively the transversal distribution of the confocal microscope point spread function at the core of the
interferometer. The function )x(η is the sampling function for T-scan based imaging. The volume sampled per pixel is 

similar in both cases, and is given by the square of the lateral size sampled from the object via )x(η (lateral resolution), 

multiplied by the depth extension selected by )(zγ  (depth resolution).

Fig. 2. A-scan showing the levels of reflectivity (dB) versus depth (mm) of penetration into the tooth tissue:
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5. RESULTS

OCT has extensively been used in ophthalmology in imaging both anterior and posterior pole, and is now being 
extended to different types of tissue. OCT provides depth resolved information of reflectivity, phase, and polarisation of 
the backscattered signal. This signal is intimately related to functional disturbances, which usually precede
morphological changes. No other imaging technology12 can offer non-invasive non-contact in-vivo real time subsurface 
images with such a high depth resolution. 

Using very low optical powers in the infrared, OCT can provide subsurface images with micron resolution. Emphasis is 
put here on the en-face OCT method, which allows a straightforward comparison with images produced by confocal 
microscopy13.

We demonstrate here the OCT versatility with images collected from three categories of objects: bovine teeth in vitro, 
paintings and fruits. 

5.1. Teeth in-vitro

Freshly extracted bovine incisor teeth were collected and then processed as described in reference14 . A -scans from teeth 
are shown in Fig. 2. The B-scan images in Fig. 3 are result of compounding several T-scan images collected at different 
vertical positions of the frame scanner. Using different prototypes of en-face OCT systems, we demonstrated that it is 
possible to detect and quantitatively monitor the demineralisation of teeth. While both transversal (Figure 3) and 
longitudinal (Figure 4) OCT images showed the caries lesion as volumes of reduced reflectivity, the longitudinal images 
additionally showed the depth of the lesion into the tooth tissue. OCT detected early enamel caries, showed the depth of 
the caries inside the tooth tissue, and quantitatively demonstrated the degree of demineralisation of the tissue. This 
method was shown to correlate well with an established method of quantifying demineralisation15.

5.2. Paintings

Cross-sectional images of an 18th century painting are shown in Fig. 5. The upper scan reveals that part of the varnish 
that has  been detached from the painting. The thickness of the varnish near the edge of the detachment as well as its 
refractive index can be estimated using low coherence reflectometry. The lower scan shows that varnish was applied 
after the damage which resulted in paint loss. Varnish was applied on the bare canvass on the lower part of the scan 
while on top of the paint on the upper region of the scan. Not shown here, en-face OCT can be is used to provide high 
resolution images of the under-drawings and detect small defects in paintings16 .
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Fig. 3. C-scan OCT image at 0.5-mm depth.
Lateral size: 5 × 5 mm.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal OCT image from the middle of the 
transverse image in Fig. 3 showing a caries lesion. ?∆x = 5 

mm, ∆z = 0.6 mm (in air).
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5. 3. Fruits

A cross section image through a mandarin is shown in Fig. 6. The skin thickness can be quantified with an accuracy 
comparable to the coherence length of the optical source in the sample, i.e., approx. 10 µm.  The shape and density of 
pockets inside the fruit are clearly visible.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that low coherence interferometry, in its OCT version, can provide high resolution information on the 
internal structure of different objects. The present study highlights the potential of OCT for diagnostic, whether for 
demineralization of teeth, for art conservation or for harvest characterization. A-scans, B and C-scan images can be used 
separately or in combination to provide 3D information. So far, OCT has been extensively used in ophthalmology in 
special and in medicine in general. Imaging of paintings and fruits are potential extensions of this high resolution 
imaging technology outside medicine. All images presented were obtained with superluminiscent optical sources, at 
wavelengths of 840 nm or 1300 nm, with depth resolutions of better than 15 µm and transverse resolutions determined 
by the confocal apertures used, better than 20 µm.
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Fig. 5. Left: An 18th century panel painting; Top-Right: OCT cross-section image along the top line-segment marked on the 
painting; Bottom-Right: OCT cross-section image along the lower line-segment on the painting. The B-scan images are of 10 
mm lateral and 2 mm in depth measured in air.

Fig. 6. B-scan image through a mandarin fruit. 18 degrees (horizontal), depth: 1 mm in air (vertical)
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